and mixed in different proportions with cells of genetically marked wing and/or leg discs. These latter were X-irradiated to such an extent that their rate of proliferation was drastically lowered. They served as a "feeding layer" in which the interspersed wild type cells could be cultured. The reaggregates were allowed to grow in vivo, and fragments of them were tested for recovery of imaginal structures formed by wild-type cells.
normal cells were allowed to grow on a "feeding layer" of cells treated in such a way as to keep their proliferation rate at a low level. Under these conditions, culture and growth would lead to an enrichment of the progeny of the normal cells relative to the cells of the feeding layer, and eventually to the exclusion of the latter.
In the present work we will describe the developmental behaviour of single cells or small groups of cells suspended and cultured in a feeding layer of X-irradiated cells. Previous experiments had established the conditions which rendered imaginal cells, i.e. the feeding layer cells, still capable of reaggregation following dissociation, but at the same time caused a decrease of their proliferation rate in culture . In one series of experiments the cells to be suspended and cultured in a feeding layer were isolated from intact mature wing discs, or from wing disc fragments belonging to different developmental compartments 1975, see Figs. 1 and 9) . In another series the cells were derived from entire embryos of early stages.
We wanted to know whether the suspended unirradiated imaginal cells, or rather their descendants, could grow at all and form cuticular patterns, and if so, what types or qualities they would produce. Of particular interest was the question whether after extensive proliferation the descendants of the original cells would remain confined to the qualities of the compartment(s) from which they derive, or whether they would be capable of transgressing specific compartment borders. This is a preliminary and mainly technical paper in which we report that it is possible to culture imaginal cells in a feeding layer. We describe some of the important parameters of the new technique and give some first results to the developmental questions stated above.
Material and Methods

a) General Procedure
The general procedure of our analysis is schematically represented in Figure 1 . The aim of the present experiments was to obtain large territories of imaginal disc cells deriving from one or a few cells of a defined developmental stage and quality (state of determination, see Fig. 9 ). For that purpose cells of wildtype (WT) embryos or wing discs were mixed in different proportions (Table 1) with cells of wing and/or leg discs of heavily irradiated larvae of a different genotype. In these aggregates, the poorly proliferating irradiated cells will constitute a "feeding layer" (FL) by which the interspersed non-irradiated cells (WT) are kept scattered and on which they can grow. After dissociating, mixing and centrifuging the two types of cells, the pellet was cut into fragments which were then implanted into adult female hosts (=hosts I). Here the cells were allowed to proliferate for 8-10 days. The grown implant was recovered and again cut into fragments which could now be assayed for their developmental properties by subjecting them to metamorphosis in larval hosts (-hosts II).
b) Donors and Hosts
The donors of the "feeding layer" (FL) were larvae of both sexes of Drosophila melanogaster homozygous for y f36a; mwh jv (for description of the mutants and their phenotypes see Lindsley and Grell, 1968) . These genetic markers allowed us to distinguish unambiguously by their trichomes
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and chaetes between the cells of the feeding layer and the non-irradiated test cells. Donor larvae were irradiated between 96 and 110 h after oviposition, and their imaginal d~scs were dissected within 16 to 96 h after irradiation (Table 1) .
Non-irradiated test cetis were derived from whole wing discs of mature tala~ae (series A, Table 1 ), from fragments of such discs (series B, Table 1 and Fig. 9 ), or from deehorionated embryos of 3t/,~, 5, or 7 h of age, respectively (series C, Table 1 ). In all cases, the donors of the non-irradiated test cells were of the wildtype (WT) strain ,,Sevelen", For the experiments with embryos, females were first allowed to lay eggs for 2-4 h on fresh food; after this period, eggs to be used were collected at 30min intervals. Female flies either heterozygous mwh e/+ + or wild type served as adult hosts (hosts I). The larval hosts (hosts II) were wildtype larvae of 96 to 110 hrs after oviposition. All animals were reared on standard food (cornmeal, sugar, agar, yeast) at 25 ~ C.
c) Irradiation
For irradiation, larvae were washed out of the food (N6thiger, 1970) , placed in a nyIon mesh and exposed to 10 or 15 kr of X-rays (50 kV, 25 mA, 0.3 mm A1 filter, 1 mm Plexiglass, 12.7 cm target distance, 1,000 r/min).
dj Dissociation Procedure (cf Fig. 1 
)
All instruments and equipment were heat-sterilized before use, and the experiments were carried out under semi-sterile conditions in a room sterilized with UV-light and kept at 18-20 ~ C. Donor larvae were washed out of the food, submerged in 70% ethanol for 3-5 rain, and rinsed with sterile H~O and Ringer soIation (seefhelow). ~maginal discs were dissected with tungsten needles, collected with small pipettes, washed by passages through several drops of Ringer's, and were then stored in a large drop of Ringer's until we had accumulated some 100 to 400 discs from irradiated larvae. These were then transferred into a siliconized dissociation tube made from Pyrex glass (30 mm long, 2.5 mm inner diameter). The Ringer solution was removed and quickly replaced by the dissociation medium (see j). One wildtype wing disc (series A), one fragment of a disc (series B), or 2-4 embryos (series C) were added to the tube. The tube was held in place by inserting it into a hole of a rubber stopper. The stirrer consisted of a sturdy tungsten needle, covered by polyethylene tubing which was melted at the bottom so that no fluid could enter. Its diameter is about ~/3 the inner diameter of the dissociation tube. The stirrer was lowered until its tip almost touched the bottom of the dissociation tube. The small motor to which the stirrer was attached was now switched on and kept running for 5 min, thereby mechanically supporting and enhancing the enzymatic dissociation by trypsin. Immediately after dissociation the suspension was centrifuged for ca. 60 s by placing the tube in an Oledich centrifuge operated at ca. 2,000 rpm. The medium was then carefully removed and the pellet was flushed several times with full strength Ringer (1 volume of solution I+ 1 volume of solution II, see J). The pellet was then released from the glass and transferred into a large drop of Ringer solution where it was cut into fragments of a size suitable for transplantation.
In some cases a sample of the cell suspension was removed before centrifugation and inspected by phase contrast microscopy in order to determine the degree of dissociation. This parameter measures the number of single cells, expressed as a percentage of all "units" A unit is defined as a single cell or group of cells still held together. In 8 samples the degree of dissociation varied between 64% and 92%, with an average of 80%. Clumps larger than 10 cells were very rare, usually less than 1% of all units.
e) Transplantation and in vivo Culture
The fragments of the pellet were transplanted by conventional techniques (Hadorn, 1963) into I 2 d old female host flies (adult implants) where they were allowed to grow for 8-10 d at 25 ~ C. After dissection from these hosts the size of the grown piece was roughly estimated (column Table 1 ), and then again cut into 15 25 fragments, a sample of which was now transplanted into late third instar larvae (larval implants). In many cases the adult implants isolated from hosts I had grown to such an extent that we could not test all the fragments for their developmental performance. Owing to an as yet unidentified (viral?) infection the survival of larval hosts II was low. This explains the partly poor recovery seen in Table 1 , column c.
f) Solutions
For dissection, fragmentation and implantation, the imaginal discs were kept in a buffered Ringer solution which was obtained by combining equal volumes of solution I and II. Solution I : NaC1 7,500 mg, KC1 350 mg, Na2HPO4'2 HzO 1,000 mg, KH2PO 4 400 mg, HaO bidest. 500 ml, Phenol red (SERVA) 20 mg, adjusted to pH 7.05.-Solution II: CaCI/ 200 rag, MgCI2-6 H20 200 mg, H20 bidest. 500 ml. Solutions I and II were autoclaved, and 8 ml aliquots of each were distributed separately into 20 ml vials with snap caps under sterile conditions. The vials were stored in the refrigerator. Prior to an experiment, one vial of solution I was poured into one vial of solution II, yielding 16 ml of Ringer's ready for use.
To prepare the solution for dissociation, 3 volumes of H20 were added to one volume of solution I, thus rendering the salt concentration approximately 1/2 that of combined solutions !+II and omitting Ca ++ and Mg ++. Trypsin (Sigma, 2x crystallized) was added to this "half strength Ringer", so that a trypsin concentration of 0.05% was reached. This dissociation medium was distributed into small sterile vials at ca. 1/2 ml aliquots, covered with snap caps and kept frozen at -20 ~ C. Before an experiment, the solution was thawed and centrifuged, and only the supernatant was used for dissociation.
Results
a) Efficiency of the Method
The recovery of wildtype (WT) territories, after a period of cell proliferation, will depend primarily on the original ratio of WT/FL cells, on the relative proliferation rate of the two types of cells, and on the total proliferation time. In Table 1 we present the relevant data for an evaluation of the variables that affect the recovery of WT cells.
The initial concentration of WT test cells varies in different experiments. The wing disc of mature larvae (series A) consists of about 50 x 103 cells (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam, 1971) , and the fragments used in series B contain ca. 1/5 of this figure. The number of presumptive cells for each different imaginal disc present in embryos (series C) is about 15 20 cells per leg disc and about 40 cells per wing disc (see N6thiger, 1972) , or perhaps twice this number (Wieschaus and Gehring, 1976) . The amount of FL used in the different experiments varies between 70 and 400 discs. Thus, the ratio of WT cells to FL cells is about 1 in 102 for whole discs (series A), ca. 1 in 103 for fragments (series B), and ca. 1 in 104 for embryos (series C, see Table 1 ). Each adult implant originally contained a number of cells equal to about 5 wing discs (ca. 25 x 104 cells). After the growth period these implants may contain the equivalent of 2-20 wing discs (Table 1 , column b). The fragments transplanted to hosts iI (=larval implants) contained 1/5 to 1/2 of a wing disc (=ca. 10 to 25 x 103 cells). The number of cells in metamorphosed implants was estimated at 2 to 25 x I0 3 cells. Considering the degree of dilution and the size of the adult number of adult hosts I from whose implants metamorphosed imaginal structures could be obtained after fragmentation and passage through a host II; column b: +means adult implant roughly equivalent in size to 2 wing discs, ++ equivalent to 4, ++ + to 8, ++ + + to 12 or more wing discs; column c. mean number of larval hosts II with recovered implants per host I; column d. Mean number of larval hosts II in which WT structures were formed per host I; columns e and f." percentage of hosts I and hosts II respectively whose implants contained WT structures implants, all of these should contain several WT cells. However, not all of the original adult implants produced WT structures (Table 1 , column e). There is no correlation between the degree of dilution and the frequency of hosts I with WT structures. Most probably, the loss of WT cells is a consequence of the dissociation procedure and of the competition with FL cells that were inactivated to a variable degree (see Figs. 6 and 7). Adult implants that grew large in hosts I yielded fewer WT structures, and vice versa (compare columns b with e and f in Table 1 ). Two experimental variables may account for this negative correlation, namely X-ray dose and time delay between irradiation and dissection of imaginal discs. The highest yields of WT cells were obtained when FL discs were irradiated with 15 kr about 16-24 h before dissociation. These results confirm the observation of Morata and Garcia-Bellido (1973) that growth and recovery of reaggregates increased with the delay between X-irradiation and dissociation. They interpreted this finding to mean that some irradiated cells are able to recover from the X-ray damage and to repopulate the imaginal discs (see also Schweizer, 1972) . Thus, an increasing delay between irradiation and dissociation of the FL cells may provide for selection among the irradiated cells, so that in those implants WT cells have to compete with an increasingly larger proportion of normally growing cells of the EL.
Still another variable that might influence the recovery of WT cells is the histotype of the FL cells. It is known that cells of mature wing discs sort out from leg ceils (Garcia-Bellido, 1966; Tobler, 1966) , and the same appIies to other combinations of imaginal discs (N6thiger, 1964; Garcia-Bellido, 1972 ). This could result in the WT cells losing contact with other cells. For heterotypic aggregates with FL leg cells it might then be expected that WT wing cells loosely floating in the hemolymph would be lost, as Dfibendorfer (1969) has shown for atelotypic disc cultures, and would not be recovered in these cases. ~n the same way, the histotype of the FL might also influence the recovery of the different types of imaginal disc cells derived from dissociated embryos. Pooling the data of the different experiments in Table l , the values for recovery of WT tissues from hosts I (column e) and hosts II (column f) become for wing FL 64% and 35%, for leg FL 86% and 60%, and for wing+leg FL 88% and 79%, respectively, In view of the variation inherent in our experiments, these numbers suggest ~hat the histotype of the FL does not significantly affect the recovery of WT cells in the primary aggregate nor lead to variations in the sampling of implants transplanted into hosts II.
b) Qualitative Properties of the Recovered WT Tissue
Wing Imaginal Disc Cells of Mature Larvae.
The imaginal discs of mature larvae consist of a mosaic of territories determined to form a particular part of *he total inventory of cuticular structures of a given disc (for the wing disc see Tobler and Huber, 1975; Bryant, 1975) . Experiments with dissociated and reaggregated fragments of discs suggested that the qualities of determination are carried by individual cells or smaII groups of ceils (Ndthiger, I964; GarciaBellido, 1966; Tobler, 1966) . The present experiments permit us to ask whether these region-specific qualities of determination are maintained by the progeny of these cells when they are dissociated and cultured in isolation on a feeding layer (Table 2) .
Metamorphosed implants contained one or several vesicles of cuticle of different sizes. In different series the WT territories formed the entire vesicle, or a mosaic with FL structures (Fig. 2) . When the FL was leg material, vesicles of wing territory consisted exclusively of WT cells. When the FL was wing, WT and FL cells contributed together to the same cuticular pattern of the wing surface in variable relative numbers (Figs. 6, 7) . Patterns of anterior or posterior wing margins or of notmn were in general incomplete with respect to the number of elements, but qualitatively they were organized as in situ (Figs. 2,  3) . Bryant (1975) and Garcia-Bellido et al. (1973 were used to delimit the compartment borders which are: ---, anterior (A)]posterior (P); .... dorsal (D)/ventral (V); .... proximal (notum and pleura)/distal (wing In the experiments where the WT cells derived from entire imaginal wing discs (series A) a given larval implant contained structures of either anterior, posterior, or notum regions (37 cases), or of any combination of two regions (26 cases), or of all three regions (12 cases). The high frequency of larval implants with only one type of structure indicates that each was founded by a very small number of units. The observed patterns therefore may result from a more or less random gathering of cells with anterior, posterior or notum qualities.
The anlage plan of the mature wing disc of Drosophila melanogaster worked out in detail by Bryant (1975) (Fig. 9 ) allows us to obtain fragments of cells with known qualitites of determination. According to this map, anterior wing fragments (WA) contain cells which will differentiate into elements of wing spread (WS), costa (CO), triple row (TR) and humeral plate (HP); posterior wing fragments (WP) contain presumptive cells of wing spread (WS), double Structures from all segments were found (3 cases with sex comb teeth); b 2. and 3. antennal segment with arista, or palpus row of hairs (DRH) and alula (AL); and notum fragments (WN) contain presumptive cells of dorsal notum (macro-and microchaetes) and proximal wing (axillar) regions (level 2 of Bryant, 1975; Fig. 14) . Onto this map we have drawn the borders of the major compartments (Fig. 9) as described by GarciaBellido et al., (1973 GarciaBellido et al., ( , 1975 . From this comparison we infer that WA-fragments contain cells of the anterior, dorsal, ventral and possibly proximal (notum), but not posterior compartments; WP includes cells of the same compartments as WA, except for posterior instead of anterior; WN contains cells of both anterior and posterior, dorsal proximal (notum) and possibly dorsal distal (wing) compartments.
The cuticular structures differentiated by the progeny of cells deriving from the different fragments appear in patterns easily recognizable in implants (Figs. 2,  3, 5) . The variety of cuticular structures found in the patterns of a given implant strongly suggests that the quality transmitted to the progeny of the original dissociated cells or groups of cells is not that of a particular presumptive cuticular structure. However, the patterns formed by these cells nevertheless show some qualitative restrictions (Table 2) . Thus, the progeny of cells from WA fragmentswith one possible exception-differentiated patterns of the anterior compartment (Table 2) . Two implants produced notum structures, probably also of anterior type. In one implant an isolated group of double row hairs appeared. These structures may or may not belong to the anterior compartment, since a few double row hairs of the wing margin are also included in the anterior wing compartment. Similarly, WP fragments (Table 2 ) differentiated structures belonging to the posterior wing compartment with one exceptional implant yielding notum. Cell progeny of WN fragments gave rise to notum patterns in a much 200 A. Garcia-Bellido and R. N6thiger higher frequency than the other fragments. They also differentiated structures corresponding to the dorsal and ventral anterior and posterior wing compartments. The dorsal elements of the wing patterns (triple row and double row) can derive from cells of this wing compartment which i s present in the original implant. The ventral elements (ventral triple row, double row, and alula) could also be explained as deriving from some ventral cells present in the original fragment. However, the fact that triple and double rows are almost always complete with respect to dorsal and ventral elements suggests that these patterns probably do not derive from the gathering of dorsal and ventral cells present in the original implant. The ventral structures could result from regeneration out of cells of dorsal origin (see Discussion).
The preceding experiments indicate that isolated cells from different regions of the mature imaginal disc preferentially differentiate structures of their presumptive inventory. Those structures that according to the fate map do not belong to the fragment, do however correspond as a rule to the compartments included in the fragment.
Occasionally structures of other imaginal discs also appeared in implants of series A and B (Table 2 , W, WA, WP). They correspond to leg structures of any given segment, or to derivatives of the eye-antennal disc easily recognizable by the 2nd and 3rd joint of the antenna with arista. The low frequency with which these structures appeared suggests that they represent transdetermined cells of wing origin (Hadorn, 1966) .
Imaginal Disc Cells fi~om Early Embryos.
In the following experiments with embryos we attempted to recover WT imaginal tissue using those experimental conditions that maximized the recovery of WT tissue from imaginal disc cells: namely FL cells irradiated with 15 kr 24 to 48 h before dissociation. Whereas 7 h old embryos gave a WT recovery as high as with imaginal discs, 5 and 31/4 h old embryos resulted in the lowest yield of all experiments (Table 1) .
The metamorphosed implants of the 7 h old embryos showed large territories of WT wing cells with patterns organized like those in situ and more complete than in the experiments performed with cells of mature discs. These patterns contained almost complete anterior or posterior wing regions. The same applies to the recovered leg structures, corresponding to several consecutive segments (Fig. 4) including sex comb teeth in 3 cases, or to eye-antennal structures with at least 2nd, 3rd joint and arista (Fig. 8) . Clonal analysis has shown that the only qualities which the cells of the wing disc possess at this stage are anterior (presumptive wing surface, notum, and chaetal elements of the anterior margin) versus posterior (presumptive wing surface, double row of hairs, and alula). Disregarding those implants that only contained wing surface (because WS is not classifiable as anterior or posterior), there were 18 metamorphosed implants with anterior structures (9 of which contained notum, wing surface, costa, and triple row chaetes), 4 with posterior structures, and 4 with elements of both anterior and posterior regions. The similarity of this distribution to that obtained with whole discs suggests that cells of the embryonic anlagen, like cells of mature discs, maintain their determination (anterior versus posterior) in their offspring under our experimental conditions. During subsequent growth they are capable of acquiring more specific developmental programs leading to the regional differences of the adult pattern.
Leg and head structures were recovered with high frequency in these experiments. We did not find structures clearly assignable to derivatives of other imaginaI primordia such as labial, abdominal or genital discs. In this context it is interesting that the frequency with which wing, leg or head structures can be recovered is independent of the histotype of the FL cells. But it seems to be roughly proportional to the estimated number of disc precursor cells in the embryo (see N6thiger, 1972) . These results suggest that the cells giving rise to the imaginal territories recovered in these experiments were already present and determined in the embryo rather than having been induced by the FL cells to enter their particular pathway of development.
The low yield of WT cells recovered from 5h and 31/4b old embryos was consistent in the three experiments performed with FL cells of different histotypes. The number of primordial cells present in 3 h old embryos is equal to that of 7 h old embryos or may differ by one cell division (Wieschaus and Gehring, 1976) . Thus, the failure of these early donors to yield appreciable amounts of WT territories probably reflects biological differences of these cells relative to older ones. In fact, similar differences in the recovery of imaginal tissue from fragments of 10 h or 3 h old embryos were found by Hadorn et al. (1968), and Schubiger et al. (1969) .
Discussion
a/ Efficiency of the Method
The present results have shown that samples of dissociated wild type (WT) cells from imaginal discs can survive when seeded into a feeding layer (FL) of genetically marked irradiated cells. We do not know whether isolated single cells can survive, grow and give rise to metamorphosed structures, or whether only clumps of cells are capable to do so. We did not attempt to solve this question because it does not influence our conclusions, as long as the degree of dissociation is high (see p. 191, d) . So, whenever we talk of isolated "cells" we have in mind a" unit" as defined on p. 191, d. Such interspersed cells proliferate and can give rise to large territories of WT tissue. The exploratory experiments indicated that the recovery of WT tissue is highest when FL cells derive from imaginal discs of mature larvae that were X-irradiated with 15 kr about 24 h before dissociation. Under these conditions the FL cells are still capable of some limited growth and differentiation. This probably helps to keep the WT cells scattered in the implants which enables us to study possible influences of the FL upon recovery and developmental capacities of the WT cells. We have seen that the recovery of WT cells is apparently not influenced by differences between the histotypes of the FL and the WT cells (see p. 195). One might have expected that cells of different histotypes would segregate from each other (see review by Garcia-Bellido, t972). But if such a process is taking place, it is apparently not efficient in excluding the interspersed WT cells since these are retained in the reaggregates even if they do not integrate in mosaics with the FL cells. This may be achieved since both WT and FL are epidermal cells.
The efficiency of the feeding-layer experiments can be evaluated numerically in the most successful cases. In experiments B3 and C1 (Table 1 ) the original dilution of WT/FL cells was about 1/800 and 1/40'000, respectively. In B3, some 104 wing disc cells from the anterior compartment (Garcia-Bellido, 1975) were mixed with about 8 x 106 leg disc cells. In C 1, some 320 presumptive wing cells (40 cells per wing disk primordium) from 7 h old embryos were seeded into about 15 x 10 6 cells of mature imaginal discs. A fraction of the WT cells certainly died as a consequence of dissociation. Yet after proliferation in adult hosts I and fragmentation of the grown implants (hosts II), WT tissue was found in 97% of the recovered larval implants in experiment B 3, and in 96% in experiment C 1 (Table 1 , column J). This shows that in our experiments we have not yet reached the degree of dilution necessary to obtain "clones" of single cells or units (see p. 191, d ). We do not know how many of the original cells are evaluated per final metamorphosed larval implant. Assuming no WT cell mortality-which is certainly wrong-this figure is a maximum of 25 cells in experiment B 3 (105 cells in 380 larval implants), and about 1 cell in experiment C 1 (320 cells in 345 larval implants). For C 1, the probability that every final larval implant carried offspring of a different single cell is virtually nil. Thus, several of the final larval implants may in fact derive from the offspring of a single cell or unit occupying a large territory in the grown adult implants of hosts I. These factors have to be taken into consideration whenever cloning of single cells by a feeding-layer technique is attempted.
b) Cell Heredity
The present experiments can be used to ascertain which qualities of determination are retained by isolated cells or groups of ceils and their clonal offspring. It is known from earlier investigations that fragments of imaginal discs of mature larvae when forced to metamorphose immediately after fragmentation, will differentiate into cuticular patterns characteristic of the disc's region from which they derive. This finding suggested that mature imaginal discs consist of a mosaic of differently determined territories. These can be plotted into a fate map (N6thiger, 1972) . If cells of fragments are dissociated and mixed with cells of other fragments or discs, the individual cells appear to be determined not only for the particular fragment of a disc but also for presumptive patterns and possibly individual cuticular elements they would differentiate in situ (review by Garcia-Bellido, 1972) . If cell proliferation is allowed between fragmentation and differentiation, the newly produced cells may either remain faithful and form duplicates of the preexisting qualities, or they may regenerate structures not initially present in the fragment but belonging to the same disc; or thirdly, they may undergo transdetermination (Hadorn, 1963) and differentiate into structures corresponding to other discs (review by Gehring and N6thiger, 1973) .
In our experiments the structures formed by the offspring of cells from fragments of mature imaginal wing discs generally corresponded to the qualities expected from the fate map (Bryant, 1975; Tobler and Huber, 1975; Fig. 9 ). This applies to anterior, posterior, and partially also to notum fragments (Figs. 1,  9 ; Table 2 ). The structures they formed were more or less complete patterns and not repetitions of single elements (trichomes of wing surface, chaetes of costa or triple row, etc.). This finding suggests that the qualities manifested by the descendants of determined ceils are not restricted to a specific pattern element but to the more general "region" from which they derive.
The cuticnlar patterns included in the metamorphosed implants may extend beyond the ones contained in the original fragment. They are however mainly restricted to the qualities of the compartments included in the original fragment (Fig. 9) . Thus, cells of WA fragments differentiated structures of both dorsal and ventral anterior wing compartments, and cells from WP fragments produced wing structures of both dorsal and ventral posterior wing compartments. Cells from WN fragments frequently differentiated structures of the dorsal anterior notum compartment, but also of both anterior and posterior wing compartments. The latter is not surprising because the original fragment contains ceils of both these wing compartments. It is surprising, however, that the patterns of the wing margin contain dorsal as well as ventral structures. According to Bryant's (1975) fate map ventral structures are located distally to the wing margin (Fig. 9) . Thus, it is unlikely that ventral wing cells were present in the original WN fragment. It is possible that ventral cells found in these patterns derive from cells of dorsal origin by a change in their compartmental program. The frequency with which the larval implants of either WA or WP origin contain wing margin patterns with elements of both dorsal and ventral qualities is very high. Since the original adult implants must have contained cells of both dorsal and ventral compartments we cannot distinguish whether these patterns derive from aggregation of presumptive ventral and dorsal cells, or from a change in their compartmental program. Thus, although the cells of the different wing fragments show the tendency to maintain the qualities of the compartments included in the fragments, qualities of new compartments apparently arise under the present experimental conditions. However, for the wing disc this process seems to be restricted to anterior or posterior compartments: we were unable to find a clear case where cells had transgressed the anterior-posterior compartment border.
It is interesting to compare the present results with dissociated discs with those of regenerating intact fragments. Entire fragments, similar to our WA, WP and WN pieces, cultured in adult hosts for 8 days and then brought to metamorphosis, show duplicated patterns (Bryant, i975) . The axis of symmetry corresponds with the line of fragmentation on the fate map (Fig. 13 of Bryant, 1975) , and qualities that were not already present in the fragment are apparently not produced. This statement does not imply a strict cell heredity during the process of pattern duplication (Postlethwait et al., 1971 ; Ulrich, 1971 ; N6thiger, 1972) .
In our experiments, however, the proliferating cells deriving from similar fragments differentiated into structures for which there were no presumptive 204 A. Garcia-Bellido and R. N6thiger cells in the original fragment. This is quite clear for the WN fragments. Thus, whereas entire fragments retained the original qualities, isolated cells of these fragments may acquire new ones. The different results of the two kinds of experiments are possibly due to the different cellular context in which the proliferating cells find themselves in the two cases. In entire fragments the newly produced cells remain in contact with an organized primordium whereas the offspring of the cells isolated in a feeding layer have to start from scratch, so to speak, and to build up a new primordium on their own. This should be kept in mind whenever we attempt to infer the state of determination of cells present in a disc from the differentiated qualities observed after proliferation. Cells may behave quite differently depending on their celIular environment.
In the metamorphosed implants derived from mature wing discs, WT structures corresponding to other imaginal disc derivatives were also found (Table 2) . They must have arisen from original wing disc cells by transdetermination (Hadorn, 1966) . For reasons that we do not understand transdetermination seems to be a rare event under the present experimental condition. The existence of cells in early embryos with specific determination for particular imaginal discs is inferred from clonal analyses after mitotic recombination (see review by N6thiger, 1972; Garcia-Bellido, 1975; Wieschaus and Gehring, 1976) . Experiments with anterior and posterior halves of embryos (Hadorn et al., 1968; Schubiger et al_, I969) and with dissociated and reaggregated cells of the same halves (Chan and Gehring, 1971) revealed that cells or groups of cells of anterior halves could give rise to structures deriving from anterior imaginal discs, and those of posterior halves tO derivatives of posterior imaginal discs. The present experiments indicate that these early embryos contain cells which when isolated and cultured in a feeding layer can give rise in their progeny to structures of particular imaginal discs, such as eye-antenna, wing or leg. The fact that wing structures or antennal structures appear in a feeding layer of leg cells suggests further that these qualities did not arise from interaction of totipotent ceils with the particular histotype of the FL cells. A confirmation of this statement may be found in the fact that the frequency with which the structures of a given disc appeared is roughly proportional to the number of presumptive cells of the corresponding disc primordium (N6thiger, 1972) . Wing and leg structures occurred with the same frequency and about three times more frequently than antennal structures ( Table 2 ). The patterns formed by these embryonic cells remained mainly confined to regions corresponding to either the anterior or the posterior compartments of these discs. Anterior versus posterior are the only compartments-and celt qualities-present in the wing disc before the cells start to divide in the larva . When cell proliferation proceeds in the larva, further qualities-compartments-become established defining more specific regions within a disc, such as notum vs. wing, dorsal vs. ventral, etc. The same process is also likely to be operating in the progeny of the embryonic cells in our experiraents. These results confirm the inferences mentioned above, that the embryo contains at this stage a mosaic of cells determined for the different imaginal discs and even for particular regions within them, such as anterior and posterior. K. Illmensee (pets. comm.) has recently performed some experiments which support this conclusion: cells transplanted from one region of the blastoderm into another one differentiated according to their origin rather than according to the new position.
